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Abstract: This paper provides a framework for a more effective cardboard prototyping tool to use
in the robot design process. The object of the robot design prototyping framework is to supply the
appropriate prototyping methods for each stage of the robot design process by changing materials,
supplies, and modeling tools. The method effectively reflects the initial design concept in the final
production without o missions or ch anges. T o i ncrease th e fi delity o f k inematic cardboard
prototyping at t he e ngineering l evel, i mprovements i n a ccuracy an d st iffness a re ne eded. The
concept of a framework in this paper denotes a system that connects prototypes at each stage of the
robot design process and produces a final model from the results of each developmental stage. By
combining of kinematic cardboa rd p rototyping a nd digital wor k, i ntegrated de velopment usi ng
prototyping is possible throughout the robot design process.
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1. Introduction
Designers’ roles are l imited in t he development of r obots. Despite the expansion of design research on humanrobot interaction (HRI), design is still subordinate to engineering in the development of robot hardware. Because
robots have some freedom of physical motion with their hardware structures, the designers’ work is limited to
the robots ’ a ppearance or style [1, 2, 3]. Som etimes, t alented r obot engineers i ntegrate t heir en gineering
developments and styling [4, 5]. When designing a robot by integrating engineering and styling, the developers
have advantages in the design process because they can consider both the engineering constraints and the styling
requirements simultaneously. As a resu lt, they can decrease development time and cost as well as propose m ore
creative solutions.
Traditional fra me-structure-based heavy robot platforms are not ef ficient in term s of wei ght, space, a nd
interference. Thus, high-performance robots, such as humanoid robots, are designed with light-weight platforms
[6]. F or i ncreased e fficiency i n robot performance, t he ha rdware platform sh ould be designed based on a
monocoque f rame st ructure si milar t o t hose used for vehicles. S o a de velopment m ethod t hat integrates
engineering knowledge and an aesthetic approach is necessary to design today’s robots. But there are only a few
robot designers who can i ntegrate technical knowledge and design skills. Moreover, this method is not suitable
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for team-work or huge projects. For more general applications of this integrated method for robot design, a wide
range of tools is needed.
In t his paper, a p rototype t ool, one t hat c an be a com mon de velopment an d c ommunication t ool f or both
engineers and designers, is modified for the robot development process. I also propose a robot design framework
and detailed guidelines for applications.

2. Related Works
2.1 Traditional Robot Prototyping
2.1.1 Form Prototyping for Idea Generation
Form prototyping is a common practice in the early stages of t he mechanical engineering development process
[7]. Form prototyping is quick and depends on the developers’ new ideas. Using this prototyping, developers can
construct a real scal e f orm. This prototyping i s al so e ffective f or c ommunicating i deas am ong de velopers, f or
example doll armatures that are the skeletal frames for stop-motion animation characters and models [8].
2.1.2 Working Prototyping Using Pre-Designed Kits
Pre-designed and pre-supplied mechanical kits are universally used in robot prototyping, starting with a virtual
concept model. These kits are also it used in mechanical design development that incorporates the experience of
hands-on activities. The worldwide standard robot mechanical kits are LEGO’s Mindstorms variations. In earlier
mechanical concept development stages, a simpler mechanical design tool like Hornby ’s was used. Mechanical
kit to ys, su ch as Meccano, are still ap propriate. LEGO, Fisch ertechnik, K’NEX, Erecto r Set, R obotix, an d
Capsela have advantage in training t he de velopers of robot structure s. In recent yea rs, a sim ple assem bly kit
using a notebook computer was developed. These robot kits consist of functional modules and, by mixing these
modules, we can increase the functions of robots.
2.1.3 Ready-Made Robots for AI Development
Ready-made ro bots are used in res earch-related artificial in telligent (AI) or so ftware d evelopment as serv ice
robots. Some robot developers can fine-tune a ready-made robot to meet their objectives. Robot kits are ideal for
robot d evelopers wh o d o no t like the construction aspects of ro botics, but in stead want t o c oncentrate on
electronics or programming. These de velopers pre fer O WIKITS an d MOVITS, whi ch are pre cision-made
miniature robots in a kit form.
2.1.4 Cardboard Prototyping
Having a cardboard prototype body is an effective method for fast robot prototyping. Erik Zoltan quickly created
his robotic prototype in a co uple of hours using only old boxes, a k nife, scissors, and a glue gun [9]. This is an
effective technique for robot prototyping, though it does not a produce a sturdy prototype. But to developers, it is
an adva ntage to constantly rip

out parts and re place them with slightly improved alternatives. Whe never

something is broken, it can be repaired usually with only a glue gun. It is possible to make cardboard products
that have sufficient compressive strength to carry structural loads. So cardboard can be used to m ake a working
prototype. Figure 1 shows a hand robot using cardboard [10]. Cardboard prototyping with laser cutting is a better
alternative t han t hree-dimensional (3D) printing. Th e frame was designed using a p ress-fit as sembly m ethod.
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Pieces of wooden dowel we re added at the joints to strengthen them. Actuator and motion control boards can be
added on the cardboard frame.

Figure.1 Hand robot cardboard prototypes from CAD work

2.2 Traditional Design Prototyping
Model can be classified into two groups, according to work style [11]: reproduction models and design models.
y

Reproduction: Shapes and dimensions are determined first and then put into model form.

y

Creation: The focus is on representing an image rather than achieving dimensional precision. Model
production is shape creation.

Prototyping during the early design process is a sup porting tool for the designer’s creative activity. High-fidelity
prototypes are used in the late design process for deciding the final model. So the designer’s work style during
the final stage of the design process is the so-called reproduction activity. Design prototyping consists of various
types. Software-related prototypes have no connection with the styling process, and therefore these prototypes
are not included in this paper. Only form-based prototypes are reviewed. In this paper the prototypes for product
design are cla ssified into six categ ories: sketch, d ummy mock-up, finished m ock-up, ki nematic card board
prototype, mechanical working prototype, and virtual model. These categories are based on the analysis of th e
images gathe red from a Google im age se arch and s uch books –as Design Secrets: Products [12 ] an d Design
Secrets: Products 2 [13]. Some prototype styles that have no shape were removed from this classification, for
example, the paper prototypes for user i nterface research. Table 1 s hows the prope rties of eac h prototype for
product design.
Table 1. Properties of design prototype
Sketch
Dummy Mock-up
Finished Mock-up
Kinematic Cardboard Prototype
Mechanical Working Prototype
Virtual Model

Fidelity
Low
Low
High
Low
High
Low-High

Building Cost
Cheap
Cheap
Expensive
Cheap
Expensive
Cheap

Building Time
Short
Short
Long
Short
Long
Long

Item Difficulty
Easy
Easy
Difficult
Easy
Difficult
Difficult

2.3 Constraint for Development of Robot Prototyping
2.3.1 Problems in Robot Prototyping
Today, t he general p rototyping m ethod f or robot platform devel opment i s a pre-designed ki t c onsisting of
module format components. The recent robot development trend uses the physical prototype form of the virtual
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prototype a fter com puter si mulations. Using a

digital mock-up, de velopers ca n quickly bui ld dy namic

locomotion patterns [14]. But the realization of performance is the main objective of robot development. Thus
robot prototypes are aimed at the m aterialization of a verified concept, moving from a virt ual space to the real
world. For these reasons, developers are good at using pre-designed kits or ready-made robots to save time and
costs, and these savings pay for the development of new hardware components. But pre-designed kits limit the
developer’s creativity, so these tools are disadvantageous for form development. When using a commercial tool,
it is hard to connect form design, mechanisms, and creative structural design.
2.3.2 Prototyping Efficiency in Robot Design Process
The robot prototyping environment cons ists of seve ral su bsystems, suc h as design, si mulation, co ntrol,
monitoring, hardware selection, CAD/CAM modeling, part ordering, physical assembly, and testing [15]. Robot
prototyping has t o sat isfy m any e ngineering needs. T he key point of t his paper i s how t o ef ficiently con nect
design factors with other engineering factors. The design factor should be closely linked with the prototype.
The general design process includes t he styling pr ocess, an d t he e ngineering design pr ocess has a spi ral
evaluation structure consisting of design, build, and test [16]. The results of t he engineering evaluation process
accumulate to next stage. But the styling result is renewed at every stage by changing the engineering functional
requirements (FRs) (Figure 2). The most important factor in styling prototyping is the appearance parameter. The
styling result is renewed not only as content but also as a format for design evaluation. Thus, different types of
prototyping are used at every stage of the traditional styling process.

Final Styling
Solution

Test

Final
Engineering
Solution

Test
Design

Build

..
.
Design

Next Stage
Test

Styling Alternatives
from
Engineering FRs
Design
Build

Build

Figure.2 Styling evaluation process (left) and engineering evaluation process (right)
“Cheap” and “fast” are two important rules for prototyping [17]. But, other factors are needed at each stage of
the robot design process. Table 2 shows the factors for prototyping at each stage.
Table 2. Prototyping in needs during the robot design process
Stage
Needs for
Prototyping

Problem
Definition

Conceptual Design
y Easy to build
y Cheap
y Fast construction
y Mechanical
working

Hardware Platform
Construction
y Mechanical working
y Stiffness
y Standard components
attachable
y Easy to assemble
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Programming

Field Test &
Modification
y Mechanical
working
y Stiffness
y Accuracy
y Reassemble

Figure 3 shows the efficiency of the general design prototypes in the robot design process.
Efficiency
of Tool

Sketch
Dummy Mock-up
Finished Mock-up
Kinematic Cardboard
Prototype
Mechanical Working
Prototype
Virtual Model
Virtual Model with R.P.

Conceptual Design

Field Test

Figure.3 Prototyping efficiency in the robot design process
Prototyping cannot satisfy the needs during each stage of robot design. This paper focuses on how to step by step
increase t he e fficiency of kinematic cardboard prototyping, or how t o m ake t he vi rtual m odel eas y and fast
(Figure 4).
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Figure.4 Efficiency increase of prototyping in robot design process

3. Development of Prototyping
3.1 Framework for Root Prototyping
The concept of a styling fra mework is a prot otyping system connecting prototyping at each stage of the robot
design to process to produce a final model. Each prototyping link in the evolution system is combined with the
material information and the manufacturing method (Figure 5).
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Robot
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Hard
Material

Final
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Hand Tool
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Figure.5 Framework concept of robot prototyping system
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Despite the advantages of cardboard prototyping, some improvements are needed for more effective robot design.
Cardboard p rototyping has s ome weaknes ses, st arting with t he e ngineering t est i n r obot development. T his
prototyping has no accuracy because the model is built by hand. And another weakness is stiffness caused by the
materials. By using kinematic cardboard prototype into the late stages of robot design, accuracy can be increased.
However, m aterial changes are nee ded to increase stif fness of prototypes. A fter t his pr ocess t he card board
prototype will ready to field test (Figure 6).
Accuracy

Field-testing
Model

Improvement
of
Manufacturing
Method

Kinematic
Cardboard
Prototype

Material
Changing

Stiffness

Figure.6 Concept of cardboard prototyping improvement
Kinematic cardboard prototype evolved through the improvement of stiffness as materials changed. The current
kinematic cardb oard prototype was ge nerally im proved by co nnecting wi th com puter-aided design (CAD)
modeling. A virtual m odel from C AD can be use d t o build a pr ototype of a fi nal m odel, co nsidering t he re al
world from the physical prototype. Between the physical prototype and the virtual prototype, each prototype is
improved by effected mutually (Figure 7).
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Figure.7 Circulation of mutual improvements of prototypes
From this increase of prototyping fidelity, a prior prototyping tool can be used at a late stage. As this prototyping
contains th e initial d esign con cept, it will be a m ore effective to ol th an any o ther pro totyping used at th e late
stage (Figure 8).
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Figure.8 Increase of prototyping efficiency through mechanical improvement
From the coupling

of kinematic cardboa rd prototyping and digital work, ceasele ss de velopment through

prototyping i s p ossible t hroughout t he r obot de sign process. M echanical im provements s uch a s i ncreasing
accuracy and stif fness can be made so that t he low-fidelity kinematic cardboard prototyping will become more
powerful. This is the concept of a robot prototyping evolution system (Figure 9).
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Figure.9 Concept of a robot prototyping evolution system

3.2 Robot Prototyping Framework
Considering th e co ndition of t he robot process, th e cardboard prototyping framework con sists o f three
parameters:

constant parameters (CPs), variable parameters (VPs), and additional parameters (APs) (Figure 10).

Inf ormation
Type
Variable Parameters (VPs)
Tool
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Figure.10 Design parameters (DPs) for robot prototyping
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CPs a re unchanged fact ors t hroughout t he p rocess l ike styling c oncepts, st yling guidelines, a nd i nformation
format. CPs a re t he m ain factors lin king each prototype t o a syste matic fram ework. Owing to CPs, robot
engineers and designers can efficiently approach every type of robot platform during the development process.
VPs are c hanged factors between earlier stages a nd t he fo llowing stag es. Materials, tools, and d etailed
information are in cluded in the VPs. Fro m the exchange of the VPs, fidelity of prototyping increases. APs are
new supporting factors when the next stage starts. Factors of APs are an actuator for motion and other standard
components for structuring. These factors are necessa ry in prot otype working and manufacturing. T hese three
types of parameters are t he action factors to practice platform prototyping using DPs for mechanical FRs. The
designer evolves a prototype from a concept to a final solution through the Robot Cardboard Prototyping System
(Figure 11). As ca rdboard p rototype i s ev olved following de sign p rocess, robot pl atform i s de veloped
concurrently.
Customizing f or
Manuf acturing
Make Prototype
More Robust

APs

VPs

Focusing on
Objectives

Build & Test
Design
CPs
Concept
Def inition

Figure.11 Robot Cardboard Prototyping System

3.3 Implementation
In this paper, two cases of the implementation of kinematic cardboard prototyping are introduced. First, a highfidelity stylin g pro totype is su itable in between t he conceptual d esign stag e and t he h ardware platform
construction stage.

Figure.12 High-fidelity styling prototyping using cardboard
The robot prototype in Figure 12 is the result of styling-centered prototyping. This prototype was moderate and
comparatively easy t o pr oduce. Desi gners c an i mprove t he pr oduction s peed by co nnecting n umerical cont rol
(NC) equipment. The robot was built with a focus on appearance. But this robot has many exposed inner frames.
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Thus its appearance design is based on mechanical drawings. Its frame components were designed considering
engineering jointing a nd bolting. In th is prot otyping, gl uing re places bolting. Other components havi ng a n
organic form are the result of design considered machining properties. Physical prototypes were verified for real
sizes and volumes, interference in moving, and an arr ay of inside components and wiring. These factors are not
easy to ev aluate in v irtual mo del. It is easy to m odify forms in th is pro totype. Li ke a real-sized clay model,
components are easy to cut and replace. Furthermore, this prototype is very cheap.
The second prototype is a h igh-fidelity mechanical prototype suitable for the field test and modification stages.
In general, this prototype was developed from a high-fidelity styling prototype.

Figure.13 High-fidelity performance prototyping using cardboard
The robot m ain frame i n Fi gure 1 3 i s m ade o f plywood boards, a nd i s operated by five sm all geare d m otors.
Improvements can be m ade i n t his r obot s uch as t he co mmunication f unction by at taching si mple equipment.
This prototype was designed as a l ow-priced practical cons umer r obot t hat performs g uided an d p ublicity
activities. This prototype evolved from a styling prototype in to a final model after materials were exchanged and
additional standard components were connected.

4. Conclusion and Discussion
Cardboard prototyping i s ef ficient t ool f or robot platform desi gn. P rototyping t ools, a dvanced kinematic
cardboard pr ototyping, increased st iffness and accuracy from optional mate rials an d CAD supp ort direct and
easy solution were all u sed to build the final version of this robot. The improved prototyping proposed in this
paper is a system that constructs a series of kinematic cardboard prototyping over the whole robot design process.
This system in cludes optimal tools, materials, and a pproaching methods in each desi gn stage. The prototyping
framework in this paper has two merits in support of efficient robot platform design:
y

Simple Process: The traditional robo t h ardware d esign process is divided i nto two sub-pro cesses: an
engineer’s process and a des igner’s process . The trade-off method uses t raditional proc esses wea kly
linked to each other. By using an effective prototyping, the two separate processes can be integrated.

y

Minimum Information: Th is is pro totyping for robot stylin g using m inimal in formation for
manufacturing during the development process. Even if all prototypes are in same styling format, each
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prototype performs t he roles acc ording t o re quirements at eac h stage with the

fewest additional

components.
This prototyping sy stem can be i mproved in i ts st yling a spects for m odern robot design i n order t o have a n
organic and emotive appearance.
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